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Comprehension approach
approach is just such
such an at
attempt to relate a systematic model based upon sound learning theory to
study behavior. Students first are encouraged to think of their reading
assignments as learning assignments —
- tasks which give them new per
performance capabilities. Modifying the student's orientation in this way is
usually difficult, but can
can be
be facilitated by
by helping them with their first
attempts in class, by providing guide sheets explained below, and by
providing performance suggestions appropriate to the
the content. Just as with
the Basic Teaching Model the student is
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performance expectations for
for the task
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be en
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What
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Finally, the
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but the
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step) is
is study complete. Thus the P.O.W.E.R. Model, based upon a
systematic approach to learning and Robinson's SQ3R method, brings into
combination a more efficient and valid practice for self-instruction. We
have suggested to our students that the method be reserved for material
whic
whichh must be mastered as opposed to more casual assignments, and that a
used. Such a guide sheet, which can be provided
study or learning guide be used.
by
by teachers, has room for performance objectives to be written first, then
three columns are headed (1)
(1) Information, (2) Interpretation, and (3)
Application, for facilitating recitation levels. Students typically find the
method a bit strange at first,
first, but they
they soon become lost
lost in the learning.
is the kind of predicament we
we all want our students to encounter.
That is
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